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- RESEARCH 
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and Principles to be explored

Precedence - Phenomelnology - Tectonics

-

design phase

sense of coherence and consistencyupon to structure the De-
sign Process



We adopted a very liberated and cyclical 
system that intends to promote a strong 

As it can be seen in the diagram on the 

-

VISION CONCEPTS FINAL CONCEPT

MERGE

TAKE ONE FURTHER

EVOLVE ON PRINCIPALS

SHARING / COMMUNICATION

BOTTOM UP

TOP DOWN
- that can allow the 

(re)Design E v a l u a t eRe s e a rc h
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method for the design process of the Liv-
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group member making a new sketch each 

This results in a list of drawings we need 

Enviromental
 Wind
 Sun
 Current
 Depth
 Lenght

Context
 Paths
 Views
 Buildings

 Pedestrian

Journey
 Paths
 Phenomenlogy

Boat passing High/Low

Birdsnest / Lookout

Trade port
Layers (city/park/water)

Paths 
Views
Underwater Bridge / City
Curves
Wind Energy

Spirals

Island
Shipyard
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What is a bridge? What is the essence of 
a bridge?

to understand the problem of designing a 

-
ture built over a river or a road that allows 
people or vehicles to cross from one side 

-

a more abstract and deeper understand-

and sensorial experiences – takes an im-

The main aim of this chapter is to establish 

bridge - and the phenomenological experi-

As we can see on BIG’s project for a bridge 

paths and layers transform the site into 

a welcoming place to be used more than 

the urban landscape and it is of course an 

-
pended bridge on the right are pedestrian 

a social place - This is probably because 

-

the other  bank and get free of the sense 

-

strongly connected to power and devel-

-

Nonetheless the JK Bridge emphasises 

Bridge reveals the closest approach to a 

Another example of the way an archi-

-

da Gama Bridge and a simple wooden 

approaching bridges and unmasking the 
mystery behind the experiences they pro-

The importance is to understand how to 
organise each single element into a bigger 
structure in order to create the experience 

-



 Suspension Bridge

Wooden Bridge



-
-

most common type of movable bridge in 
existence because they open quickly and 

Bascule bridges may be single or double 

A retractable bridge moves the deck to 
one side - Thereby enabling ships to pass 

A curling bridge is a type of movable bridge 

the opening also to have it under control 

A swing bridge has main support on the 

also seen in smaller scale where it rotates 
-

is that you can have boats coming threw 

not that common since it demands a lot 
of structure to operate the mechanical 

A foldable bridge from one side - requir-

-



Beam bridges are horizontal beams sup-

beam bridges were simple logs that sat 
across streams and similar simple struc-

top of the beam pushes straight down on 

This type of bridge are arch-shaped and 

of the bridge is thrust into the abutments 
-
-

-
quired and the towers holding the cables 

is more complicated for the eye and give 

use of material honesty using each at what 
their a best at 

-
port the structure — Horizontal beams 

extending from opposite sides of the ob-

-

Suspension bridges are suspended from 

more unstable structure for the eye com-

Truss bridges are composed of connect-

is because the frame structure allows the 
bridge to have have good sense of stabil-

15



The idea of how a human analyses and 

becomes immediately apparent is the way 

see how its separates each column to less-

general idea behind a tree structure you 
are able to recognise the basic tree prin-

to be able to call certain feelings depend-

A useful way to understand and work in a 
tectonic way is to turn to the Bio-Mimicry  
and embrace the idea of how things work 

A spiderweb is a good example of how 
-

-

The importance of applying materials for 
-

ing  a sense of honesty will evoke the sense 

the stabilty evokes a reponse by which it 

fragility - Therefore either a secure or risky 

 

That details allow us to understand and 
-

The symbolic idea of people crossing the 

sense of landmark for place - The idea of 



1000 1865 1879 1933

Aalborg originated as an 
early trading post tracing 
its history back to around 

-

of this place as a cross-
-

-
lished in 1865 in the form 

bridge could only with-
stand low pressures and 
could not take fully load-

-

the largest engineering 
job in Denmark and have 

bridge was 318 meters 

The bridge was built  in 
1930-1933 - Large parts 
of the elements were 
built at Aalborg’s water-

tested with 48 fully load-
ed trucks placed on the 

In 1960 the bridge was  

bicycle path and pedes-
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there have been some workshops on the 
-

showing is a proposal from CUBO done 

 

-

Therefore the new plan is  to make a more 
homogenius structure that relates to the 

Nyhavnsgade and a more open structure 

keep and highlight the old railroad tracks 

and a reminder of Aalborg as an industrial 
-

The new House of Music is to be situ-
ated where the Østerå Stream reaches 

stream and make this form a green con-
-

PLADS

NORDKRAFT

PARKERING

SHOPPING
ØSTRE HAVNEBASSIN

BOLIG
BOLIG

BOLIG
BOLIG

UNDERVISNING/
BOLIG

HOTEL / ERHVERV / BOLIG

BOLIG / ERHVERV

BOLIG

BOLIG / ERHVERV

BOLIG

BOLIG

DEN GRØNNE KILE

1
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The area is to relate to the surroundings 

is that every house should have a view of 

-
nected to the other paths along the har-

The masterplan allows the posibility for 

although it is most likely that the new pro-

STIGSBORGVEJ

EN
GVEJ



Gordon Cullen puts forward in his book 

If you control the path for a person to put 

-

gives a bigger feeling of the  journey  - In-

-
cades and having them in a small angle to 

-



- CONTEXT

- CIRCULATION

- ENVIRONMENTAL

- SPACES 

21



The site is located in the middle of Aalborg 

-
-

VIEW

VIEW

NØRRESUNDBY

AALBORG



However there is not as much green areas when compared to the Nørresundby side

23



   

-
siderably developed as part of an Urban 

-
veloping from a historic insutrial habour 
to now having some of the city’s best 

has been an emphasis on preserving 
some of the old industry buildings for 

area is an old renovated area with build-
ings and new urban squares and small 



   

-

is because of the old industry and the 
old railroad tracks - whereby there is a 

this part of Nørresundby is long forgot-



-

passing by that area where the im-
minent House of Music is going to be 

the entrance and beginning of Aal-

the high buildings just following the 

-
nated by large storage silos for oil and 

small paths thats originally shaped by 



When leaving the area there is another 

huge volumes stands in high contrast to 

27



The small path is found east of Nørre-

-

the industry of Aalborg east starts ap-

Following an old railroad tracks that is 

get wider and now follows a small road 

now turned into a pedestrian and cycle 

the small boats are in the water and 

The track divides one leading northeast 



to the harbour is does the cars appear 

and the other to the water and the 

- long detour into land its posible to get 

track lays low in the terrain and ends 

29



Both areas for landing on the Nørresundby 
side and the Aalborg side isn’t well inte-

be a problem only to connect the two har-
bour fronts without considering the fur-

Here the old railroad tracks on both sides 
could be used as a system for spreading 



A lot of culture spots have been added in 
-

Østrehavn will in the near future be under-

going to be the next step of the develop-

-

-

The Bridge will contribute to this new 

-
eas will also have beaches that are facing 

-

CULTURE SPOTS

Musikkenshus
Kvægtorvet
Karolinelund
Aalborg Slot
Utzon Center

GREEN SPOTS

Stadium
Small ships habour

ØSTREHAVN

31



highway to the east and the railroad to 

-

increases this feeling of a neighborhood 

-
cause of the bridges linking Nørresundby 

-
cept during rush hours in the morning and 

necessary for larger boats with a height 

Railway
Main roads
Highway

Bridge



-

-
-

the harbor is very focused on pedestrians 

from there they are spreading to the shop-

the Nørresundby side there isn’t the same 

waterfront on the eastern side of the Ut-
-

eastern part of the Nørresundby side isn’t 

roads
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Bridge is an important factor  when 
-

have a good quality of daylight  instead 

Therefore the quality of light is  essen-

This point is supported by the contem-

-

-

-

-
gests that daylight Improves the ability 

of the living bridge is useful in terms of 

-
ducing south orientated glare  for the 
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is an important factor when consider-
ing the lateral wind forces   as a struc-

According to the Wind Rose diagrams 
-

-

With wind speeds of >7m/s along the 
-

bines orientated towards the south-west 
as renewable energy is ideally placed to 
sustain the Living Bridge’s electrical de-

-
mum requirement of 3m/s wind speed 

wind turbines are an accepted form of  

wind energy accounts for over 20% of 

Moreover the strong wind force con-
-

ences the design of the Living Bridge 
in terms of the need to reduce the 
south-west wind force for the ex-

-
rience for the users travelling accross  
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>10

DEPTH [M]

important factor when considering the 
design of the Living Bridge because 

-
by  according to the depth diagram 

the highlighted area  on the diagram 
is proposed to be the ideal space for  

Thomas Sehested explains the rea-

harbours on the straits such as Aal-
-

-
-

sea bed into a large number of basins 

The temperature of the water is con-
trolled by the exchange of heat with 

surface-water temperature varies be-
tween 0-20 C in February and 18 C in 
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The 580m length across Aalborg to Nor-
resundby for the site of the Living Bridge 
is 145% increase when compared to the 

greater length challenges the structural 
-

less this idea of bridging long and far is 
in line with Denmark’s culture for long 

recent bridges such as the Storebaelt 
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-

Brief is noted to be the following -

HIGH QUALITY HOTEL
- 200 Beds
- Conference Rooms

MISCELLANEOUS SPACES
- Shopping
- Restaurants

It is important to consider the Hotel and 
Miscellaneous Spaces as an integral part 

-

The following precedent montage evokes 

of spaces within bridge structures can be 

the line between the city centre and the 

2008 2008

2002-2005



HIGH QUALITY HOTEL
-

-
room requirement is clearly the largest 

-

-
-

MISCELLANEOUS SPACES
The leisure and retail aspect of the Living 
Bridge accounts for a greater occupancy 

Nonetheless the Graph - Miscellaneous 
-

sity required to accommodate the shop-

-

allows marine  aspects to be integrated 
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- STICKS  - PAPER

- COMPONENTS

- FLEXIBILITY

- PATHS

- LANDING SPOTS

- TOP DOWN

- URBAN

- SPACES



In this project we are working with a dy-

sketching and analysis where we use 
workshops/sketching as a launch pad into 

-

latest knowledge to either study a detail or 

parts ends up being a important brick in 

The incipient sketching is used as a meth-
-

 

Construct a bridge that can endure the big-
gest load with either 2 pieces of paper or 

at the volumes and program of the project

the paths on both sides and looking into 

-

outside and working inwards to specify 

WORKSHOPS

41



-

on the use of simple materials and how to 

-
dure the biggest load with either 2 pieces 

  0 kg   2 kg   4 kg
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From this workshop we will be able to take 
advantage from the following in our future 

The understanding of tension in a con-
-

overrule the complex bad considered so-

-

  6 kg   8 kg   10 kg
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This component is thought as a circular 

being placed together in a series of com-

them is used to divert the path going 

Diamond/scissor combined

-
ment is allowing it a three dimensional 

twistable around one giving the other  
one is constrained to single dimensional 

-
tage in working with more components 
but it is also hard to not have the two 

Scissor component

The component is capable of moving 

a long push to a shorter more stronger 

-
ples in a way to control the opening for 

  Singel object

  Singel object

  Singel object

  Singel object



From the component workshop working with the single object in a 

-

-

based on the earlier structural workshops and a more bionic ap-



-

The bone structur from a snake is turning around its bonespine go-

-

-



This structure is based on a system of tri-

of elements that create a twisted forward 

of the triangular pyramid to be variable 
-

Because this structure is built as a grid sys-

-
-

sible to use the same structure throughout 



an understanding on which forces that a 

-
ible element that always will bend into a 

So a structure that is dimensioned so that 

-

49



New paths is needed around Østrehavn to break the infrastructural 



-



+ Clear answer to Landing problem

+ Space enough to land the bridge and let it 

-

+ Giving the path the city center as the focus 

+ The landing on the Nøresundby site will 

have a unique opportunity to land between 

the industrial harbor and the beach on the 

-

3

Landing of the Living Bridge can connect 

is important to recognise the importance in 
deciding upon the right landing spot in both 

-
 In 

the lack of infrastructure and undeveloped 
areas allows great scope to improve this 

The Landing Spot for the Living Bridge must 
achieve the following -

- Embedded deep within the city

- Appropriate length

The Landing of the Living Bridge represents 

-

-

+ Works with the Masterplan to develop     

+ Contrast between high and rough buildings 

and natural space



4 Landing Spots
Culture Spots
Green Spots

-

-

Aalborg is in the process of developing 

within the grasp of the city centre us-
ers although allows the Living Bridge to 

other areas such as Øgadekvarteret and 

Moreover the prospect of developing 
-

lows the Living Bridge to act as a reunit-

 1  2

 3

- Less obvious for city centre users

+ Unique site of the city

53



Both approaches have the same goal to 
put out whatever we have in mind in a  

-

-

- the drawings and what we had in mind 
- what we had in mind and reality
- the reality and the drawings

3D SKETCHES
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-

curving the structure the passing ships is 
forced to go really close to the bridge and 

-

bridge where the user can only see what we 



57

are based on the idea of having both a struc-
tural path and a walkway path crossing the 

-
ual elements with the possibility to merge 
together and evolve in to something on its 

Working with the triangular pyramid making 

next pyramid in always is a respond to the 
-

possible to use a very simple grid structure 
to make shape that looks organic from a dis-

57





Looking into the whole urbanity of the 
-

bridge being its own new district in the 

starts out by grabbing the harbour front 

From here the paths meet up on water and 
-

ter a small island containing shops gives 

Here from the bridge would divide into 
two paths the one being a new dwelling 
area for houseboats towards the west and 

the language of the form should be alike 

The structure should be one made for 
-

plugged into this grid system - being 

There should both be closed spaces and 
-
-

ent by being on water and therefore using 
this to be unique in Aalborg as well as in 

59



By deciding upon the Landing Spots for 

Density of spaces is emphasised towards 
Nørresundby as a means to contribute to-

-
low depth this will create a Living Bridge 

thereby centralising the arrangement of 

the following advantages -

DENSITY ATTRIBUTES

BALANCE 

- Establish Nørresundby

PERSPECTIVES 

SENSITIVE TO CONTEXT 
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NORRESUNDBY

MIDDLE INTRODUCTIONEND

AALBORG

the project brief are the following -

HIGH QUALITY HOTEL

- 200 Beds
- Conference Rooms

MISCELLANEOUS SPACES

- Shopping
- Restaurants

  

This gradual process of emphasising a 
sense of Density in terms of accommo-

Living Bridge allows a sense of journey 

for users is a priority when considering 

one aspect by which the Living Bridge 
-

61





VISION



-
ing advantage of the closeness to the wa-

-

-
-

mised structure - but that also works both 
as a unique place to experience and as an 

-

places

The diagram below is a common drawing 
- where we were all drawing over the oth-

expresses quite clearly this phenomeno-
-

the goal now is to achieve the form that 
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we always need to sit in the sun in quiet 
weather to enjoy being outdoor or can a 

-

us the correct story of that place? There 
is no doubt that the harbour of Aalborg 
and Nørresundby can be a rough place 

-
though the water and the dividing of the 

The harbour front is the place for a nice 

-

level is higher and the wind turns it into 

The windsurfer on the sea using the high 
-

-

The new area will use these and expose 
the user for nature and the spirit of the 

-
ing the user the opportunity to choose be-

-

Structure

dark and inspired by the streets Kowloon 

the Bradbury building designed in 1890 as 

the movie used as one of the strongest 

The design is not meant as a dystopian re-

The structure could also be called a new 

-

studies hopefully the system will be visible 

Born with the new technology is the com-
-

-

making the edges form a new box - a new 

-

new experiences on a bridge that has not 
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-

Here you can feel your feet on stable 
ground and free your eyes to look around 

-
-

therefore divides and have more than just 

Taking this contrast to an extreme 
level and enhancing the feeling of 

breaks is more dense and you are of-
fered a panoramic view of Aalborg 

This is also a place where the bridge 

main aim of this bending is that you 
don’t get everything at once and that 
you keep discovering along the jour-



The start is like standing at the foot of 

see the path you will follow but you are 
not quite sure of what’s going to happen 

will you meet? Is the real top hidden be-
hind the one you can see? In between the 

up and the structure unfolds and land in 

ØSTREHAVN

LOW

  N 
71



This is also where the ships will pass close 
by and the user should be focussed on this 

-
tant view from this spot is towards the 

-
fore its the long distance view of the last 

be seen from indoors as well in exposed 

INDYSTRY - 
NATURELOW

  N 



The ever changing path with twist and 

-

descend into the unknown area of ever 
changing natural forces pulling and drag-

and you can only hurry to the next safe 

-

-

Being the guard and the monument statue 

7373



This is done as a build up to the much larg-
-

From the main island the next goal is Aal-

placed facing west to get the views and 

Being bridge landing 
Build up in scale
Lookout point 
Facing west

THE CITY

BRIDGES

THE ISLAND

HIGH

  N 



The island should work with contrast both 

-
-

Big basket of adventures

Sunrise / Sunset

Distance from land
-

Lower Building hight towards west to al-

LOW

HIGH

HARBOR

HIGH

LOW

CENTRAL
   CORE

  N 
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Lower path
Boat bridges
Club houses 
Maintainance buildings

BOATS

BOATS

BOATS

NATURE

HIGH LOW



swimbath located in the western part of 

beach facing south and the space between 

Distance to the beach

LOWER PATH

STIGSBORG

CITY

HARBOUR FRONT

SAUNA

CHANGING

BEACH
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having a clear understanding of how things 

techniques and architecture can work to-
-

The project assignment demands a bridge  

-

would emphasise that awareness to the 
-
-

bridge exposing the user to the nature and 
spirit of the place and refresh the social 

To achieve that and also address the tec-

-
-

The support structure system is both ra-

support to the volumes and the path for 

-

Moreover it can be seen further on the 

would be not only aware of how it techni-

Keeping everything visible would allow the 
user to be aware of  the purpose of each 
single element and what its role according 

Two good references are the Pompidou 

-
-

ing up internal space by building the ducts 

Nothing about the way the building works 

-

-

-
sial group of Architects from the early 

phase and their theories remained reinter-

and the way they took this discussion to 

Their projects reveal a new unconvencio-
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- INTRODUCTION

- PATH

- SPACES

- STRUCTURE



-
cess into three major aspects we need to 

Structure

Spaces

-

-

-

 

The following chapters will describe each
of the aspects - 
Path - Spaces - Structure

created inside the structural sytems on the 

The structure creates the path and sup-
ports the spaces thats made in another ty-

path is going through and the spaces is the 

Structure Structure

StructureSpaces

Spaces

Spaces

Tw
o and a half

Spaces

Structure

Path

Concept Bridge

design

design detail

detail

81



marina

sport activities hotel
swimming/diving

cafes

restaurants

shops

small harbour

break/lookout

bar

to unite both sides especially in Nørresundby side technical reasons
enhancing the sense of journey

density and progression  
volume study
rhythm and sense of place

The underneath diagrams present the large 
scale parameters we combined that contrib-

-

82



Which was explored in the workshop and 

provide a greater stability for the opening 
as well as giving the user a direct feeling  of 

An idea for the opening is developed again 
using biotechnic looking into how a Cobra 

-
ing muscle that stretches longer when its  

Having a double wire in the top frame 
makes is possible to bind them together 

-
ble to have a structure that supports each 

83



The shaping of the path is based on the 
following dimensions for pedestrians and 

-
sions are used for the further dimension-

By adding a second path for both bicycles 
and pedestrians improves the bridge as a 

dimensions also allows smaller vehicles 

2 x 2 bicycle lanes running in each direc-

2 x 2 footpaths going in their own direc-

By adding one more path for both cyclists 
and pedestrians allows a structure that 
resembles an ordinary road structure 
with two bicycle lanes and two pedestrian 

can remove the focus from the experience 

structure will be very large because of the 
-

to make a bridge with has a very small vol-

very good contact with both sides of the 
bridge and a good contact with the water 



The hexagon is moveable in each joint - 
we would like to give it a shape which can 

the same element going throw in all the 

beams in the side it requires a short calcu-
-

ans is  10 % of the length of the bridge is 40 

because of the normal height and subtrac 

-

The structure where its land is created 
from an understanding of the start and 

The rhythm of the frames is placed so 
there is  an understanding of its most op-

ing of the intensity and the shaped struc-
ture when walking threw do we create an 
adjustable form in grasshopper which lets 

-
derstanding of the forces we export the 

(Refer to Details Chapter)
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This chapter will explain the process of the 

Some of these where already given in the 

amount of squaremeters needed and at 

design as the hotel rooms and smaller is-

designs it was seen that the volumes was 

in the design and it didn’t look like a hotel 

the program was corrected and a new de-

To decrease the project the housing was 

2 x Restaurant
2 x Cafe

Trade/Market/Shops
Beach

Cafe

Restaurant

Indoor swim
Sport
 Fitness center
 Indoor Swim
Hotel
 100 Beds
Hotel Core
 Lobby
 Restaurant
 Bar
 Conference Room

 Small harbor
 Parks
Shops

Hotel 200 Beds
Conference Room

Housing on land
Houseboats

Changing room
Sauna

Close to w
ater

To the sky

O
n an Island

Sw
im

bath
H

arbor
Beach



of the main island was of high prior-
-

mine a lot of the design used for the 

One of the approaches was to put in 
all the square meters and then move 

-
ing with the placement of the hotel 

The path runs through the hotel area 

-
ways that connects the hotel rooms 

-

square is placed in the middle towards 

Everything being placed in a system 

up towards south to allow daylight on 

the hotel rooms are placed on struc-

or-
-

he

in 
ve 

-
tel

The path runs through the hotel area Everything being placed in a system 
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The central core is maintained and also the 
placement of hotel rooms facing west and 

and this cluster being able to be placed in 

with space between the hotel room was 
maintained to evoke the structure and 
portray the thought that the Living Bridge 

-

-
tered from indoor walkways into the 



Some clusters are removed to allow a 

a central square towards south and 

-

-
-

ming a cetntral core- now allows views towards both east 

-
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shape providing good strength and uses 

should then be placed in clusters around 

good for placing in a grid because of the 

The layout was increased in length to pro-

-

-

Bath

Entrance

Balcon



from the hotel core too walkways at both 

the middle would connect to the top the 
height hotel rooms and through the ho-

-

area to the right level from here the user 
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This chapter will focus on the process of 
devoloping the structural design for sup-

-
cess has of course been parallel to the oth-

Requirements

-

a structure that could grow from the vol-

We didn’t have the technical skills to pro-

Looking for a simple system that could cre-

it relevant to look at strutures with four 

legged tripod with another one upside 

and they are all almost connected directly 

system was also very unstable because of 
the tripod balancing on the anchor in the 
middle when not in a sytem with other 



-

lengthening the beams from the path and 

This making the path evolve into open ar-

the columns was parallel and therefore 
not good at taking moment forces from 
the cables that support the suspension 
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Working towards a structure that used the 

created by lenghtening the lowest sides 

-

stability from the closed volumes but be-

Another system developed with this was 
to increase the density of the structure 
when there were more levels of building 



-

largest amounts of volumes and therefore 

The main requirements being the system 
needed to rotate at each level because of 

-

Room - Structure - Room - Structure - 

where the columns from beneath is locat-

a pointgrid and using these points for the 

-
gled so they connect to the corner of each 

-

-

e 

m 
f 
-

g
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-
ing it the same element being used for 

This is the structure as shown in the pre-

-

that both visually and physically could 

volumes and the path have proberly been 
to much to require for one principal of a 
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It is easiliest explained by a quote of René 

The tensegrity structures seems to have 

project it is found that the structure will 
only be a tensegrity structure so long that 

-
cause this would break with the rule about 

-

-

not as clear as the original thought with 

- Snelson 2004 
Tensegrity Structures and their Appli-
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SWIM
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RESTAURANT

BAR

SHOPS

GARDEN

LOBBY

AUDMEET
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The Hotel Bar achieves the 
highest point within the Living 

This can be seen to suggest that 
-

Whilst only 80 M2 the Bar can 
accommodate a capacity of 40 

This highest point as part of the 



123

The Hotel Restaurant is 120 M2 
and is able to accommodate a 

that of the Lobby - Whereby the 
need to provide excellent pan-

As a means to achieve this re-
quirement the Kitchen is locat-
ed centrally whereby preserving 
glazed window area for the Res-

The Restaurant as part of the 

designed to be a hub by which 
-
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The Hotel Lobby is located 
on the 1st Floor Level of the 

-
paralleled panoramic perspec-

-
ing a great sense of place and 

uses the same principle as the 
Hotel Rooms whereby as a 
prefabricated pod - It will be 

The use of a steel frame allows 
a slender design - Capitalising 

The core services are centrally 
allocated - Therefore maximis-
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The Hotel Rooms allow a sense 
of privacy without compromising 

by the angle of the modulated 

Whilst the use of 2 balconies for 
each Hotel Room increases the 

-
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SINGLE ROOM 

The Single Rooms accommodate 40% of 

The Single Room size is larger when 

This increase in room size is due to in-
-

DOUBLE ROOM 

The Double Rooms use the same layout 
as the Single Room
sense of simplicity in amongst the con-
trast of the Island’s purposefully cha-

The users will also be able to gain ex-
cellent daylight from both the east and 

WINTER-BALCONY 

This Hotel Room Type is to be used ex-
clusively for the west facing units [Single/

Whereby the enclosed winter-balcony re-
sponds to the strong westerly wind force 
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HOTEL ROOM ATTRIBUTES

- ACOUSTICS

The Hotel Room as a prefabricated 
pod is intended to be craned into 

DAYLIGHT DAYLIGHT
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DAYLIGHTING

The Conference Room gains in-

the thin-sliced south orientated 

The importance of daylight 
must not be compromised - par-

-

-

-

-

uniform level and transmis-

-
ment and reduces our ability 

-
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The 2 Conference Rooms for 
the Hotel are 250 M2 and can 
accommodate a capacity of 

The layout has been designed 
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- ACOUSTIC STUDY

- GRASSHOPPER 

- STAAD PRO
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SOUND ABSORPTION -

When a sound wave contacts on to a 
material - The result being that the 

Room - An appropriate amount of ab-
-

REVERBERATION TIME -

Auditoriums require a good level of 

-

-

aim to inform the design of the Hotel 
-

ity is to create an environment which 

-

part in ensuring clarity of sound trans-

AUDITORIUM TYPES -

the shape of the room can be deter-



DIFFRACTION -

sound waves around the edge of a 

DIFFUSION -

-

greatly changing the frequency content of 

-
-

ing in-direct sound from numerous angles 

SOUND REFLECTANCE -

This can have a strong impact ehen 
-

-
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By studying the Final proposal for the 

This theory will be analysed using Au-
todesk Ecotect as a useful tool to ex-

Through changing the angle of the side 

-
cave ceiling walls are usually echo-pro-
ducing surfaces and require treatment 

-

useful reinforecement to direct sound 



The use of Autodesk Ecotect allows 
the Conference Room design to be 

amount of direct sound amongst the 
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By studying the illustrated images 

-

The soundwave fade is succesful in 
terms of reducing echoes within the 



Overall the use of Autodesk Ecotect 
has been useful in analysing the 

which were informed by implement-

The fragmented portal design has 
proved to be a good way to allow dif-

-

be dispersed  throughout the Confer-

-
cessful in allowing a greater strength 
of direct sound for users  and reduces 
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tool in a design process since you eas-

-
ple rules to follow and be mass applying the 

-

Height of the frame
Weight of the boardwalk
Crossing points for the to beams

Length of bridge
Beam size

Load on top cables
Adjustable landing 
Density of beams in the landing

Everything is created so that it will always 
start in the right dimension and the cables 
will always land together in the same 

found using 1/5 of the length between the 
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This is going to be worked with two dife-

there needs to be research into which one 

-
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2 for pedestrian and 3 kN/m2



-

2

2

Air density is found from

air  vb
2

 242 2

where vb is the max air speed set to 24 m/s
pair

3

we have

cr t ln(z/z0)
cr

cr

kt

The middle wind presure is found from

qmiddle r(z)2  ct(z)2 
qmiddle

2  12 2

qmiddle
2

Where ct is set to 1 because there is now a 
hill nearby to increase the wind speed

The turbalance factor is measured to get 
the qmax

t(5)) 

qmax if found from this formel

qmax P

qmax
2

qmax
2

kp

sum up of the surface how much wind 

m beams and a max lenght is 4 meter be-

m
2

load in each

2 2 
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1 

1 S

1 S

2 

Where 

S is snowload
W is windload
N1 Is pedestrian load
N2 Is load from vehicles up to 3500 kg

1 

2 is normally 1 but we a going to 
close the bridge if it their is any load on it 

-

The Frequency has to be over 8 MHz for 
-

there is a problem which needs to be tak-

2

The lowest Frequency mode is found to be

1 x

The lowest Frequency mode is found to be

We see that the best model is the one with 
-

which will make them stronger thereby 

So we will be working with the frames 

-

and does make more sense to have a 

However we didn’t get the right result 
from the STAAD PRO and are consequently 

in the design to see what could make it 
-

ample because the design is based on the 



By using the same idea gained from 
the hexagon and the experiments in 
STAAD PRO we tried to rethink the 
shape of the frames so that it would 
work together as a full beam going 

However this new design is not going 
to be used since the other one has 
been the design threw the concept 

to be considered on a higher level of 
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The group was created with members of 
-

therefore put forward into methods for 
-

implement in a new group with all having 
-

erybody and the group got the most out 

-

the project to enlighten the problems with 

However the normal top down approach 

needed everything to stay open to keep 
the small components and technical so-

This gave some problems in the process 
forcing the group to get the vision clear 
and start drawing and developing ideas in 

-
-

The vision wasn’t sealed but was kept 
open and changed through the design 

everybody can work without having a clear 

As shown in the report the design pro-

was done to ensure most people being 

workshops the idea was to enlighten the 

-
-

reached the point where the three design 

The process was supposed to allow room 
for everybody to work with their own in-
dividual learning goals and evolve own 

-
-

-

-

and programming the group could have 
-

-
ed that solving these complex problems 
needs the use of technology like the ones 

problem was when we implemented the 

were unable to get the results from the 
structure and we realised too late some 

-
ing rules for the design from STAAD PRO 
and evolving the design by the results we 

-
other problem being adding too many pa-
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contemporary Living Bridge in Aalborg be-
cause the structure is expensive and it can 
be argued that the number of hotel rooms 

-
ect has been to achieve individual learning 
goals and to reach the vision stated in the 

-
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Being located on the water and in the context between Aalborg and 
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